The River Line
in 1960 that Sharpeville and Langa
heralded the entry of South Africa into a permanent state of
emergency were wrong, but only just. Since then, the country has
lived in a continuous state of anticipated emergency.
Nothing illustrates this so clearly as the heavy emphasis on
military expenditure in the first Republican budget and the vast
cost of the projected Orange River Development Scheme.
The two have a great deal in common-quite apart from the
fanfare with which each was greeted in the propaganda on the
wireless and white-orientated newspapers and newsreels. To a
certain extent, both measures are aimed at placating the electorate.
The defence budget makes an emotional appeal for the closing of
white ranks. The Orange River scheme offers a sop to those voters
(particularly in the Eastern Cape and the Ciskei) who were beginning to feel that there was some truth in Opposition allegations
that more was being spent on the Bantustans than on them.
Far more important, however, are the long-range external
implications of the projects. In the first place, each involves recognition of continental African hostility: the arms budget perhaps
more patently, although those who could not see the point were
treated to the awful revelations of the South African Foundation's
intelligence by Sir Francis de Guingand. But the Dam scheme has
hidden threats for South Africa's neighbours. It is aimed at making
South West African water and irrigation supply dependent on the
Republic. And it offers a possible pretext for tough action on the
protectorates, since the source of both the Orange and Caledon
rivers is in the Basutoland Drakensberg.
THOSE

WHO

PREDICTED

significant of all is the use of both schemes to prime
the economic structure of the country through government expendi~
ture. The manufacture of mUIlitions has been borrowed from the
Americans, and the irrigation project from the post-depression
thirties. The government seems to be accepting the fact that the
buoyant state of the country's gold and foreign exchange reserves
is transient, and that they should be used, at any rate in part, to
create opportunities for expansion without too heavy a reliance on
foreign capital. The government has also avoided responsibility
for raising what foreign aid will be required, by makin.g the individual contractors liable for raising loans to cover their operations.
Thus the support of private capital in Western Europe will have
to be sought, not by the politically unacceptable South African
Government, but by the large engineering firms in France, Germany, Italy and Britain.
In the long run both schemes are bound to fail, designed as
they are to 'protect the privilege of a despised minority and to
defend it agaInst a hostile and increasingly impatient world.
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The Fate
of English
DONALD STUART
Is it wanted or not wanted?
IS IT POSSIBLE to make a guess at how much English
will be spoken at the end of this century in the great
curve of Africa from Nairobi to Cape Town?
The question and the answer are both of course
political. If you are an inhabitant of this part of Africa
the question watches you from every point-the hospital
ward, the school classroom.. the charge office of the
police station, the visitor's gallery of the legislative
chamber. The answer is shaping itself \vhj]e you nlake
use of the newspaper or the radio to measure the
temperature of the United States or of Russia.
Ho\vever, it is the habit of politicians today to have
their experts-even if they usually appear to act without
thenl. At the present time . under double pressure of
American anti-communism and the British fear that the
\vhole of her old colonial world may be lost to Europe,
there is some stiff thinking being done by administrators
and linguists alike on the language policies of Africa.
At Makerere College in Uganda last year there was a
Commonwealth conference on the teaching of English
as a second language, at which in addition to delegates
from commonwealth countries as remote as Sarawak
and Ne'vv Zealand there were present five observers
from the United States, as well as a French representative of UNESCO.
One of the papers circulated before this Conference
was by J. R. Firth who stood until he died in 1960 at
the growing point in the British philosophy of language.
'Nhich he had reached from making a wide study of
languages, chiefly of Asia. He argued that since the
future of so great a part of the world rested upon
communication through English there was now no time
for shoring up a single, reserved var~ety of it-the
spoken English of southern England known as "received". He argued that English was being "nationalised,
localised and democratised abroad". and wherever it
could be seen to have seeded itself the new growth
should be encouraged to root . blossom and spread in its
own way.
FiFth. said n?thing particular in oraise of higher
studIes 1n EnglIsh, of the study of English Literature
which has been one of the main suspension points of
each new colonial university. and has so seeped through
the schools of the commonwealth that we may read of
children in junior classes in Ceylon having difficulty in

is a lecturer in English at
Makerere G liege, Kanlpala. He was Professor of
English at Fort Hare until he was disnlissed in
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knowing which words in Tennyson's "Lady of Shalott"
to spell with a capital letter. He was thinking, on the
contrary, of how deep into each people English was
being spoken. He believed that in the same way as in
England since the last war regional speech has claimed
its rights in the schools and among the educated, so
over the cOlnmonwealth diverse forms of speech and
even of writing would in the end force our recognition.
Our immediate and urgent concern should be to set
about giving each form, as it were, its title by describing
it. At bottom this is also the view of Michael West, who
is the author of a well-known rudimentary vocabulary
of about 1,200 words, a rival to Basic English, who
holds that upon this there could be built, in present-day
India, special limited vocabularies for medicine, agriculture and engineering. The view is that the only people in
India needing to know English are in the professional
and technical classes. Some older Indians will sorrow
over the passing of that firm and subtle grasp which
produced scholars and poets, like Nehru himself, who
were able to interpret the whole world to India and the
whole of India to the world. These people will go.
English is only the third language in India now, with
Hindi as the second. In Ceylon English is no longer the
medium of instruction, even in the two universities.
How do we stand in Africa? Leaving out the Englishspeaking populations of Kenya, the Rhodesias and
South Africa, it is only in West Africa, in the province
of Buganda in Uganda, and in some of the towns of
South Africa that English comes near to being the daily
language of the African or other non-English people.
Varieties in We5t Africa range from the Creolese of
Sierra Leone vlhere interpreters are needed for it in the
courts, to what is often called "pidgin", which in the
coastal cities of Nigeria supports many newspapers and
small presses. ·This language is the basis of such writings
as Amos Tutuola's novels. The speech of West Africa
is said by Peter Strevens~ who spent some years studying
it, to be of two kinds, the first being that of the few
highly educated who have studied and lived in England
--and it is indistinguishable from "received" pronunciation; while the second is that spoken by educated
West Africans:
. T?e most interesting fact about Educated African pronunCIation of English is the way in which it differs from the
general African pronunc~ation. It contains a larger number
of vowels, diphthongs and consonants, it ,contains a stresssystem, and it -contains a system of intonation. It corresponds exactly to Educated Canadian and Australian . . . in
that it is clearly identified with an area of the world Africa.
but is completely intelligible to speakers of other ~ducated
dialects. Finally, it is intelligible to speakers of the local
dialects of English in Africa.

Strevens, however., adds a further item to description,
which is of the first importance: he calls such a pronunciation "independent", since it belongs recognisably to
the area in which it is spoken, while in other parts of
Africa where the tradition of English has been short
or the numbers of the educated small, there is nothing
for educated speakers to do but follo\v some independent model, either "Received", or American., or West
African.
East Africa is in quite a different position. It is a stage
or two earlier in the same course of change. But in
addition to this, and much more important, it has
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Swahili, an old language taken up by the British and
used in the. administration throughout Tanganyika and
·Kenya. This Bantu language grew up on the coast in
two·forms, that of Mombasa and that of Zanzibar, the
latter being the one which has crept far into the Congo
where it goes by the name of Kingwana. John AlIen, the
Chairman of the East African Swahili Committee, says
that it is still spreading, and actively: it has reached
Kismayu in the North, and in the South as far as Ibo,
well down the Portuguese coast; to Stanleyville in the
upper. Congo and "deep into Rhodesia and Nyasaland."

to be passionately advocated, and scholars, including
international linguists, are going to be invited to make it
grow rapidly both outwards and upwards by grafting
and by injecting and by prescribing for it diets and
tonics. Words may very well be taken in from English:
but they nlay equally be borrowed from Indian languages, Arabic, or R~ussian. What makes Swahili very
different from the Hausa of Northern ,Nigeria is that it
is a currency ready to hand which can be used to pay
for the building of a national myth.

Any person, therefore, who wishes to follow African
politics other than purely local politics requires an adequate
knowledee of Swahili. Even if he knows English or French
but wishes to discuss public affairs with others who do not,
he must use Swahili.
.In the professions ignorance- of SwahiIi is a serious handicap. I have repeatedly had to interpret between doctor and
patient, advocate and client, etc., or to explain to the people
what a team of scientists is do:ng. No professional man can
know all the vernaculars with which he is likely to come in
contact and sufficient Swahili is vital to any such person who
is eithe·r liable to transfer from one vernacular area to
another, or in the course of h~s work likely to meet persons
from other areas who -cannot speak English (or French).

Will English after this be wanted; and can it serve a
purpose?
In East Africa at the present moment English is the
painstaking accomplishment of the very few who have
been through the secondary or the high school. It is
true that in Uganda one can usually find someone in a
country place to talk to about the crops or the roads:
he will probably turn out to be a headman or a shopkeeper or a blacksinith. In Buganda one may very well
find oneself while pausing at a petrol pump chatting to
a man who is able to read a newspaper in English and
listen to the BBC. His English may be no poorer for
this purpose, and just as easy to follow, as what could
be heard in a small English village. I was once given a
long account by a young tax-collector in Bugisu at the
foot of Mount Elgon of how he was expected to squeeze
local taxes from unwilling smallholders who, as I could
see all about me, might well be rich, but who, he said,
lied to him and claimed to be penniless. What, I asked,
did he do about that. "I slap them," he said. This was
in 1959 shortly before the serious tax riots in the next
district of Bukedi. I believe English used in a casual
conversation in this way would be rare outside Uganda.
The English overheard between schoolboys or
students in Kampala is deliberate and grammatical,
although it is recognisably African in its failure to
distinguish stressed from unstressed syllables, as well as
in its ·confined I ange of vowels and its total want of
diphthongs. This kind of English one used to hear in a
Magistrate's Court or between country schoolmasters
in the Ciskei. It is to be heard in an office or in a hotel
lounge in Nairobi. It is not free enough to be "independent" according to Strevens's definition. W. G. Bowman,
a teacher with fifteen years' experience in Uganda and
the coastal strip of Kenya remarked in 1960 that ungrammatical conversations would be welcome if you
could find them, if only because they would prove
English to be a common language. They are not found.
Throughout Kenya and Tanganyika English lives in the
top of a long jar, clinging like a vapour to the stopper.
As the East African countries set out upon their
independence there will be less desire for English. Even
those who have sought single..mindedly for English

It is even useful to those who do already have
English:
It should be o'bserved that when two highly educated
Africans of different tribes meet, they converse in Englishso long as the subject is fairly academic. When the subject
touches the emotions it is Inore than likely that they will
slip into Swahili.

In Uganda--even in the vernacular stronghold of
Buganda itself, where the police now use it-Swahili is
gaining ground. It has had varied fortunes in Kenya
where it has long been used in the administration and
as the medium in primary schools, but was for long
resented by, amongst others, the Kikuyu. Today, however, the drive towards independence is leading Africans
in Kenya to desire it in the same measure as in Tanganyika. An educated Kenyan will say that this, not
~nglish, is the future language of his country.
In Tanganyika English is still the language of the
legislature, but the current can be felt in the recent
decision of the Town Council of Dar es Salaam to use
SwahiIi. -SwahiIi literature is old, and it includes much
poetry. If it is accepted that it still cannot fill a
university course, it is argued that in order to maintain
quality and establish correctness it should be taught in
all standards at school. One student of Makerere
College, reading for an Honours degree in English, when
visiting Leopoldville on a student mission a year or two
ago, was surprised that he could converse with most of
the delegates in Swahili. He claimed that there was no
subject they were unable to talk about, though when
pressed he conceded that this was true only along the
more or less loose lines of conversation. Swahili is going
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culture and "received" speech will become less thorough,
less convinced. It is not unknown in Africa for men and
women through altered circumstances to lose the power
of expression in a language they once used for all their
thinking. The point of greatest coolness seems to be in
the twenty to fifty years after independence has been
won-as it was in the United States at the beginning of
the nineteenth century.
English is going to become, as in India, though with
still flimsier resources, the third language in East
Africa. If this prospect can be perceived clearly, and
acknowledged generally, much soul-searching and
needless theorising may be saved. In the villages for
many years to come_ it may be the vernacular for daily
matters; in the shop, the co-operative shed, the law
court, dispensary and railway station it will be SwahiIi;
Swahili ever creeping upwards as it finds new terms
and grammatical structures. Finally English, which has
been introduced and taught vigorously in the secondary
school, may be accepted for what it rightly must continue to be, the technical and international language.
It will be needed in comlnunicating with West African
countries as much as with America and India. One
grows afraid that if English is not thought of in an
unpretentious way as the useful solvent, it may be
rejected. We are covering the future with mist if we
English-speakers for our own sakes long for English in
these parts of Africa.
It seems as if the want of a common African language
in the Rhodesias lnay make English more acceptable
there; but much must depend on whether the mood of
co-operation can be kept between black and white. If
the African grows exasperated he may seek Swahili,
even in Rhodesia-and this might not be an unhappy
solution. He may even return to the vernacular, which
would be the end of his political development.
Only in Sotlth Africa, up till now, has the vernacular
been officially offered as the peaceable way. Before the
Nationalist Government came to power well-intentioned
scientists and educators, even from outside the continent, were encouraging Africans to return to their tribal
languages. Afrikaner nationalists saw in this an opportunity to weaken the hold of the English missionary
and of the overseas press. The policy has the great
attraction to many Africans of conserving tribal ways;
but this is done at the expense of the kind of broader
loyalty which Swahili may hope to encourage further
north. It is true that anyone of the four main African
languages of South Africa has been longer in writing
and used for a greater variety of purposes than most
East African vernaculars. But who will dare to promote
anyone of them as the lingua franca? It is unlikely
that either the African himself or the Afrikaner has a
strong wish to see Afrikaans universally used. Is
English, possessing in South Africa the same advantages
as a third, and internationaL language as it possesses
elsewhere, welcome enough to the African peoples to
serve them as a second language as well? This will be
worked out by those who live in South Africa during
the coming decades. Africans will certainly turn more
and more to the north while they are searching for
their solution.
•
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Bech uanaland
and South Africa
E. R. WATTS
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE Bechuanaland Protectorate has
recently been assumed by the British Colonial Office
and in the future the territory is to be developed as a
self-contained political and economic unit. It is therefore timely to consider how this decision will affect
relations between Bechuanaland and South Africa.
Bechuanaland has, since its establishment as a British
Protectorate in 1895~ been closely linked with South
Africa. Inde.ed until quite recently the territory has been
subjected to threats of incorporation and only since the
departure of South Africa from the Commonwealth has
this ceased to be a real possibility. The capital, Mafeking_ is still inside the Republic but the administration is being moved in stages to Gaberones. Another
important link is the Mafeking to Bulawayo railway
which was built around the boundaries of the Transvaal
shortly before the Boer War. This railway is still the
only direct rail connection between South Africa and
the north and it is of great economic importance to
both the Republic and the Federation.
Unlike the other High Commission Territories of
Swaziland and -Basutoland, Bechuanaland has strong
links with other countries. To the north it is bordered
by the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Federal
currency is acepted in the territory and there are important trading links particularly with the Francistown and
Chobe areas. To the west Bechuanaland is bordered
by South West Africa and the Ghanzi District obtains
all its supplies through Windhoek and Gobabis. Assuming that South West Africa is freed before the inevitable collapse of the Republic then an association
between the two territories is likely. Such an association
would make Bechuanaland into a viable economic
unit which she is certainly not at present. She would
then have direct acess to the sea and would no longer
be dependent on South African goodwill. The South
West African Peoples Party are kn0-wn to be in favour
of such a link.
Basutoland is bound by its geographical position to
stay within the orbit of the Republic while Swaziland
is sandwiched between the Republic and Portuguese
East Africa and is bound to stay on good terms with
both. Of the three territories Bechuanaland has the
greatest chance of pursuing a relatively independent
future. Economic independence cannot be. achieved until the Customs Agreement of 1910 has been revoked.
By this agreement Bechuanaland has been annually
receiving .027622 per cent of the customs collected by
the South African Government. Since the Nationalist
Government has been pursuing a policy of drastically
R. W A T T S
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reducing imports this income has not been increasing
as it should have done. Furthermore Bechuanaland has,
in e.ffect, been compelled to buy inferior South African
made goods oft n at well abo e world prices. If the
agreement was revoked customs could be charged on
South African made goods which make up at least 80%
of total imports. The tourist trade, at present small,
would also be ncouraged if Bechuanaland had freer
import restrictions than neighbouring South Africa.
UNLIKE Basutoland Bechuanaland has a substantial
settler population occupying an area of about 4,500 sq.
miles. Part of this area consists of a 10-mile wide strip
along the border with the Transvaal. Many of the
farmers in this strip also have farms in the Republic
and their sympathies with the· Nationalist Government
are evident from the fact that they elected a Nationalist, Mr. Van Gass, to the Legislative Council. Mr. Van
Gass, has been in the forefront of agitation to have the
strip transferred to the Republic. An outbreak of Foot
and Mouth Disease in the neighbouring African Reserve increased local feeling recently and a petition to
transfer the stri p was sent to the Resident Commissioner. Now that Bechuanaland's future course is becoming clearer there is likely to be an exodus of the
diehard Nationalists and already some are trying to
find buyers. Some farms have been bought by liberal
White South Africans who have despaired of the way
their country is going. If land prices fall sufficiently in
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the future there should be a demand for farms from
non-white South Africans with capital to invest.
The Transvaal border has become the main escape
route for political refugees and this is already straining
relations between the two countries. Although after
Sharpeville most of the refugees fled to Basutoland and
Swaziland, Bechuanaland is now the accepted rendezvous. There has developed a small but steady flow of
students, politicians and others passing "underground"
through the Federation after a brief respite in Bechuanaland. The long border and numerous illegal roads
makes it impossible for the South African Government
to stop this movement.
Bechuanaland, with an area more than three-fifths of
the Republic of South Africa in size, has a population
about the same as the single city of Pretoria. Despite
this about 25 ~I of the adult male population annually
leave the territory to work in South Africa. At Francistown there is a transit camp to which about 100,000
miners a year are flown from various parts of Bechuanaland, Rhodesia and Nyasaland. From Francistown
they proceed by train to South Africa and are joined
en route by local Bechuana recruits. The enormous
expense of annually transporting these men up to 4,000
miles is apparently less than the payment of an economic wage within South Africa where, incidently, there
is widespread unemployment.
By continuing to allow and even encourage the systenl of migratory labour the Bechuanaland Administration is conniving at the exploitation of South African
labour. While the system continues there will be no
incentive to find a solution to Bechuanaland's own
problem of underemployment. Coupled with the missionary inspired abolition of old customs the migratory
system has completely undermined the social life of the
Bechuana tribes. Men are free to run away from their
responsibilities to wives, girl friends and grandparents.
Illegitimacy is now becoming accepted as normal and
there are increasing numbers of second generation illegitimate children. The returning migrants are responsible for the fact that a high proportion of women are
infected with venereal disease and for the spread of
tuberculosis.
The Johannesburg correspondent of The Ti,nes,
London, reported early in 1962 that Bechuanaland
would be developed towards complete independence,
'''probably within five years." A considerable increase
in the present speed of development will be needed if
this target is to be achieved. At present virtually all
senior government posts are held by whites and there
are pitifully few African graduates coming forward. In
fact in recent years only a handful of Bechuana children
have passed their matriculation and there is no provision within the territory for obtaining university entrance. The newly introduced Constitution provides
little scope for the development of parties on a nonracial and non-tribal basis and would need very
thorough revision before independence could be contemplated. Thus although independence from South
Africa is a foreseeable possibility independence from
Britain is a long way off. To achieve the latter within
five years will mean a drastic change in the pace of
development coupled with a substantial increase· in the
annual grant-in-aid to the territory.
•
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Encounter
with
New York
PART ONE
evening in the January of
1961 we were winging down over New York. From the
air all I saw were the endless blocks of skyscrapers
forming themselves into patterns of light and darkness,
and roadways scarring the face of the land like huge
streaks of paint thrown recklessly over a large canvass.
At night cities have always held a strange fascination
for me. They seem always to conceal a streak of ruthlessness, of something terribly bitchy and seamy~ and
New York was no exception.
However, once we had deplaned I was conscious
only of the cold which seemed to have teeth in it. My
immediate reaction was to flinch from this strange cold
place, to sheathe my body more securely within my
warm African skin. Also, almost immediately, there
went up to my throat an insane, awfully childish cry
which demanded of this land that it should enfold me,
love me more dearly than all the others, as though I
deserved an especial attention.
Wasn't lone of those who had been hurt worse than
most people, and didn't I therefore deserve more affection than anybody else? But I had also assumed, automatically, a 'guarded stance. As always with conceited
people, there was that desire to resist being taken in by
the spurious: I certainly wasn't going to allow myself
to be blinded by the gadgetary gloss of America; and
because I thought America expected every visitor from
the smaller countries to pay homage to all this gadgetry
--certainly to its magnificent technology-it suddenly
became important to refuse to-6blige.
Jack Thompson.. the executive director of Farfield
Foundation, and the man ITIOst instrumental for my
coming out to Anlerica . was waiting on the balcony of
the airport lobby. I saw hinl almost immediately: tall~
handsome, always seeming to carry his American selfassurance with a kind of ease which precludes gestures
of arrogance. Jack Thompson seems to embody all the
qualities of the younger generation of Americans who..
knowing that they are citizens of the greatest country
on earth, find it almost obligatory to be self-effacing
and wryly self-contemplating. They look as though they
are uneasy about the power which their country
possesses; and there certainly is about them a strange
look of a ravaged innocence.
ONE PEARLY-WHITE WINTER
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Jack and I \vaved briefly at each other, then he went
on smoking his pipe. American intellectuals are carrying
on an extraordinary love affair with pipes. They are
always stuffing them with tobacco the same way they
stuff their minds with facts; and while they suck on
them they manage, sonlehow, to look frightfully apocalyptic!
Jack Thompson and I had our first drink at the
airport bar. The last time we had had a drink together
was at Western Native Township on one incredibly hot
night. We had "kidnapped" Jack from the selfconsuming monotony and boredom of the Park Town..
Houghton parties and had consummated one of those
ritualistically nocturnal excursions into the bawdy,
crowded townships. The following morning Jack had
carried with him into the plane to Ghana a man-sized
hangover. Now we sat at the IdlewiId Airport bar,
sipping somewhat obscenely.. it seemed to me, whiskey
that might have been tossed down the throat in the
social claustrophobia of the Johannesburg townships.
During the long drive by cab from the airport to the
Thompson apartment I felt nothing but awe for the
new land-and this in spite of myself. This awe, I know,
had something to do with bigness which seemed to
swallow everything and to reduce the dimensions of
everything to an uncomfortable size. The houses and
the river bridges seemed to stretch on endlessly, and
the cars streaked along the broad driveways with a kind
of urgency which made a stranger to America wonder
just ",'here the Americans were all hurrying to. It
seemed as though everybody was on wheels~ everybody
was going somewhere! Certainly if there is anyone
thing that has revolutionised the social character of
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American life, it is this cheap availability of the automobile to all social classes. Everybody seems to have
a compelling urge to get out on the road and go
somewhere.
The first encounter with New York is nothing if not
the encounter with the ,New York cab driver. If the
impressions which we gather from sociological textbooks about foreign places sometinles fail to coincide
with reality, almost anything ever said about New York
cab drivers is partly, if not wholly, true. They are mean
to other drivers on the road; they are loquacious; and
their encyclopaedic knowledge on any conceivable
subject, from wage-price parity to nuclear physics, is
certainly unnerving. We had hardly finished telling our
cab driver that I was from Johannesburg and he was
already displaying his familiarity with the entangled
problems of Dr. \lerwoerd's republic: "Isn't that the
place where they are hard on Negroes?" he asked
rhetorically. I settled back in my seat and allowed
myself to be lectured on American democracy, which is
a specialty with taxi drivers encountering foreigners in
New York. The only jarring note which might have
escaped my tutor was that we were driving through a
nauseating Puerto Rican and Negro slum; however, he
continued his lecture, his enthusiasm showing no sign
of abating.
To tell the truth, my first encounter with New York
was none too pleasing for me. It was extremely cold
and the city had hardly recovered from a snow-storm
which had paralysed it all through Christmas. But apart
from the weather, there was something chilling about
Ne\-\" York-at least during my first two days there. Not
even the long drives and 'walks around the city succeeded in dispelling my disquiet about New York. The
city was hard and cold in the same way, I suppose,
Johannesburg is, except that Johannesburg's cold is
tempered by an irrepressible African gaiety. Although
New York has tnuch of the same robustness, and perhaps more, it is much too big. It is exasperatingly
chaotic. It also can be the loneliest city in the world.
This loneliness has nothing to do with the strangeness
of the place. I began to wonder whether I had not,
oyernight, become a reactionary who was beginning to
h'ate ·progress. I certainly yearned for the warm intimacy
of Europe, for the sheer presence of old age and the
gentle politeness of London. Whereas in New York it
seemed important that one should be with the kind of
people one knew and liked, in London, as soon as I had
known my way around., I had needed nobody as I
drifted around the city in a continuous flirtation with
.its ageless streets and buildings.
·,.'It·was in the next months that I began to develop a
··.s..~aking affection for INew York. One falls in love with
-t~at. city-at least I did-in much the same way that
. Qne falls in love with an incurably and hopelessly bitchy
-:~()man. One suffers in the process, and sometimes in an
~fupbssible kind of burning fury, one leaves her only to
-return days later with the tail between one's legs and
flowers in one's hands. Even at the end of a love affair
with New'York, just before one leaves her, there is the
same kind of dissatisfied longing for one more
encounter. New York is metaphorically, and really, an
awful kind of grabbing gold-digging bitch, yet capable
of extravagant passions.
•
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Thanks for the ride, Major P. Pity our interpreta..
tions of sincerity differ. Personal column, Rand

Daily Mail.
Until fairly recently, the Public Service, with its
vast number of vacancies every year, was regarded
by many people as the last resort for those who
were unable to get jobs of their choice in commerce
and industry. Standards have climbed so steeply
in the service, however., that eve,n here only men and
women with good education qualifications can hope
to find suitable employment. A spokesman of the
Public Service Commission told me yesterday: "We
are not just taking anybody any more like we used
to do in the days of a shortage of labour."-Sunday

Express.
"No place overseas that I know can give you anything like South Africa's wonderful climate· or its
ease and its comfort for ordinary people. And so
as the Blue Train moved north ... ": Mrs. Bertha
Solomon in the Rand Daily Mail. (D. S. Livingstone)
The State President and Mrs. Swart have accepted
an invitation from the Grahamstown City Council
to be the principal guests of honour at the centenary
celebrations of the Grahamstown municipality . . .
A committee has been formed to organise the programme for the centenary, which will include
special celebrations for schoolchildren and also for
the non-European population of Grahamstown.East London Daily Dispatch.
8 Two women's pistol clubs in Johannesburg have
adopted uniforms for their members. One of them
the Regent's Park, also has a badge inscribed CCC
(Cool Calm and Collected). Nancefield has darkgreen pinafore..style dresses with special pockets to
hold bullets-Rand Daily Mail (John Harris).
• Dr. M- had told the court that his wife deserted
him in April 1960, and that she had committed
adultery with a police sergeant (first class) at Bizana.-Golden City Post.
Coloured, very fair, finds difficulty in obtaining
work because of fair skin. In urgent need of employment. Possesses heavy-duty and public service
licences.-Situations wanted, The Star.
A few inhibitions hinder you, sapping your felicity.
Get rid of them swiftly. No charges. Enquiries
welcome.-Personal column, Sunday Times.
They accept everything offered to them, provided it
is for the progress and advancement of the Bantu
people and a method of teaching them to serve their
own people. Bantu education., Bantu homelands and
European liquor are all welcome.-Die Banier.
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I PERSONALLY AM NOT demoralized, bitter or dispirited
-far from it . . . Adversity can strengthen one, and
besides to belong to the bandiet brotherhood of the
Resistance gets more exhilarating every day, bringing
together people who would perhaps not otherwise have
so much in common and at stake. Under this kind of
persecution an esprit de corps begins to burn brightly
in the cells. Surely this particular government has not
forgotten so soon the theory that the spirit of resistance
and of freedom thrives behind bolts and bars, under
lashes and in the face of vicious displays of brute force
where moral justification is absent.

Thoughts on the Ilnlnorality Act
I have thought a lot about my crime. Most prisoners
do. I shall continue to defy the spirit of this immoral
Act-that goes without saying. Inter alia, it attacks the
freedom of friendship, and that is a human entitlement
which, though I believe thought to be getting "out of
hand" by some, is one which I shall defend. To enjoy
the company of whom one chooses is surely an eternal
right? However, it may be some relief to the C.I.D.
pe,rhaps to know that White society's accolade of
banishment apparently awaits me ...

Whatever the psychology was behind the Ontug Act
(and this law should be known by its Afrikaans appellation, since it has nothing to do with the accepted
meaning of the word 'immorality' in other languages),
I, as a sufferer unde,r it, have to congratulate the
government on the effectiveness of the punishment upon
those who are convicted of violating it. Firstly, unless
the man gets lashes, there is equality of sentence for
both concerned, a perplexing exception to the rule of
apartheid laws. Secondly, the government as the arbiter
of the people's morals, a rather grotesque situation
which seems to cause immense amusement around the
world, succ~eds in causing a satisfactory dose of anguish, despair and indignation in the hearts of those so
imprisoned. I should have thought that while White
reaction to offenders remains one of ribald repugnance,
this did not augur too well for the rigours of integration
now being boldly canvassed. The oddest thing politically about the Act seems to me to be that it is least
defended by the average Afrikaner. Is it lest the lynchpin drop out of the apartheid contraption, that the
government seem to lack the courage to act on this
phenomenon, and humanise the law? Another observation which I think should be· made is that it is beginning to earn the healthy disgust of Africans, who
perceive in its workings yet another classic in the code
of master-racialism. Previously they regarded it as a
tragi-farce, now for what it is., the prevention of going
native Act, rather insulting.
Finally, I think this-how we order our personal
racial relationships is today's biggest question, for on
that depends the future. Presidential messages, Chairman's speeches all exhort us. But this Act, I refe.r to
the "attempt" sections, serves to bedevil Black-White
relations. The most militant plans will not solve our
difficulties unless the. races are able by their hourly
contact to earn the required minimum of respect and
goodwill, and to overcome the resentment that swirls
among us.
8

If I exaggerate the part that this Act plays in the
country, overlooking the· suicide business, it is because
its significance is now clearer to me. While economic
rights will probably not much longer be able to be
denied, and I imagine even the principle of political
rights, maybe without teeth for the present, is not far
off acceptance, the final social barrier looms up as the
most jealously guarded preserve. This helpful government has interpreted this as miscegenation "rights."
That the Afrikane,r V olk should be profoundly proud
of their history, and now have self-preservation nerves
is understandable. But cannot some bolder spirit
enlighten them this far-that they would stand a much
better chance of survival as a groep if they did not
affront the world, waving an F.N. rifle in one hand, and

Thoughts
on my
Crime

••

in the other the prOVISIons of the Ontug Act, their
moral masterpiece?
Thoughts on the political situation
To me the crux of the matter is that South Africa
belongs to all its people, as much to Warder van
Tonder and myself, as to Citizeness ***. We are a composite nation; jail gave me glimpses of this identification. Especially I remember early one morning finding
myself pee.ring at my Transkeian (black) opposite
number through a massive iron grille gate. He was also
on his hands and knees, engrossed in polishing the
floor his side as I was on mine. Without the confusion
caused by the barrier being constantly opened and shut
the job could have been done twice as swiftly by one
of us. My dull brain sensed that this experience had
some bearing on separate development. Do we not
depend on each other, and does not the whole country
with its institutions belong to the people who inhabit
it? Yet today the nation's power is misused chiefly to
protect and advance the dominant groep. Democracythe most effective barrier yet devised by man against
tyranny-is shelved, and there descends the pretentious
practical joke of apartheid, falsely labelled selfdetermination. How grateful we would all be to the
man who ultimately admits that governmental policy is
simply "to hell with democracy" and entirely devoted
to the self-preservation of the spiritually fogbound
Yolk.
Surely it is obvious that this way a debacle is coming
of which the Sharpeville extermination was a minor
tremor. It would not come if white South Africans took
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a deep breath and plunged into competItIon with all
corners upon an equal footing in all fields of human
endeavour. By that I mean stand on our own feet as
individual characters, not as State-vassalized stooges
and underlings sighing about the good way of life, and
groaning if it wasn't for the bloody kaffir. This is in
reality what my generation is called upon to do. That
such a decision is unlikely to result from the next
session of blindman's bluff being played in Parliament
is, alas, obvious. For political success still only attends
those who equivocate and evade, the latest prize after
fourteen years' groping is to be fenced-in granules of
black people forming not a Fifth Province, but a Bantustan; with the Indian Ocean for its rear, this should
provide some interesting exercises for the white military

The author has recently
served a jail sentence
under the Immorality Act

minds of the Republic. But anyhow hats off to the
government, we're getting action, they are on the
experiment and trying something new. That is splendid,
and who knows, in Africa, it could lead somewhere
quite unexpected.
I no longer trust the sincerity of this government.
That more and more brute thinking and force is being
used to ce.ment up the ominous cracks in its moral
foundation is something I respect physically, but detest
in my heart. To repair the damage even better, it is
ironic but possible that this government now desire to
be attacked so that self defence, hardly an unattractive
policy, may rally their doomed fortress. Much as this
government may exasperate and unite the West, East
and the Neutrals as the "common enemy", I hope
policies will be resisted that could lead to South Africa
finding itself at war, for that is all that would be needed
to dominate the country still further by martial law.
Alas~ a military situation is developing fast without
external action. To the government, sabotage is another
mighty rend to its foundations. It represents a further
step that began years ago with racial prejudice, sat it
out though growing disrespect to outright distrust and
even hatred, then at last violence was adopted, as a
final and justifiable gesture, by souls maddened by
wrong. Reme,mber, the second stage of professional
terrorism is often martyrdom followed by almost open
rebellion, and then the fun really begins. This in spite
of all the symptoms and warnings.
Is there a solution?
Yes. Let us act and experiment ourselves. Let the
younger generation break with foolish traditions, and
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blaze its trail of black/ white friendships" platonic. This
will sLand us all in n1uch better stead. \Ve're sick to
de~th of banal theories and bloated promises. It is not
romantically over-enthusiastic or nebulously idealistic
to believe in fraternity, justice and equality. Let us
show we have the spirit to build bridges across this sea
of hypocrisy and intimidation. We sense our country
has a massive potential for a throbbing future, the
driving force of the continent. And make no mistake
we admire what Afrikanerdom has achieved for itself.
But now that the moment has arrived when wel are all
about to be dragooned into commandos to ward off
angry Urdus, Irish and Ethiopian troops so that this
government may indulge its sudden craving for heroics,
all in order that a native shall not operate a European
lift, surely a reappraisal of our vaunted values is
urgently called for? Let the younger generation take
this initiative, before it is too late. We are of this Age,
and have great faith in ourselves. We do not represent
the ancient regime, nor the dying order. We are the
heralds of the future.
We do not think the sky is to be bluer, nor the profits
bigger in our idea of progress, but only that by more
openheartedness and less greed" will our relations with
our fellow human beings be happier. During my trial
the State expressed scepticism that Europeans went
unarmed into the townships. The official mind bifurcated and leapt to the inference-"agitators". Call us
what you like, but the fairer possibilities of life and
manners have always agitated societies and will continue to do so, be they white, black or polka-dotted
ones. I am convinced that only by more contact with
each other will we have the character" culture and
inspiration necessary for a better future for all. Immediately we would get somel new ideas. Summoning a
few tribal dignitaries to Pretoria to admire the
Minister's new office panelling-is that contact? , though
it is courtesy.
We need action, for there are now present too many
abuses in our society. And fear, the herald of every
revolution, is present, as ever indicating rottenness and
great wrongs which must be redressed, before the
mixture, with a few more ingredients to be added,
becomes inflammable.
My own future, if any
As a convicted criminal I am disqualified from
exercising the right to vote, on the wholly possible
assumption that one is incapable of organising one's
own affairs. Thus I find myself in the debatable company of lunatics, nlinors and twelve million non-white
South Africans. So I shall continue by waging my own
personal war against this regime and much of what it
stands for. Round One in these hostilities, a protest on
the social front, was a reverse-position, home and
earnings all gone. I do not feel any reason to creep
away forever in shame, nor do I relish the idea of
arousing possibly half a dozen more consciences out of
three million egotists by further jail sentences.
As a result of this experiernce I feel I have learned
to have more sympathy with my opponents, however
hard and smug I think you are, because now I perceive
how many of you are in the prison uniform of warders.
You are at the same time prisoners of your own past
•
indifference that has led to present infantilism.
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Five AspectsFour Bad
A.

P.

ZWANE

On behalf of his party the leader of the Swaziland Progressive Party comments on the Swaziland
Constitutional Committee's report to the British
Government
THE SWAZILAND CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE has just
released its long-awaited report on the recommeJ.l~a

tions it would like to place before the BrItIsh
government for incorporation ~nto a new c0!1stitution
for Swaziland. Both the Swaziland ProgressIve Party
and myself are now studying the recommendations with
a view to making our criticisms public in a more
detailed fornl later. At this stage I can only make
preliminary comments on four of the most important
aspects of the report.
THE

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL

The committee proposes that apart from the Speaker,
the Legislative Council should be made up of:
4 non-voting official members (who would represent the predominantly White government);
12 unofficial Swazis chosen by the Swazi National
Council and approved by the Paramount Chief;
12 unofficial representatives of the Whites and the
Coloureds.
According to these figures White and Coloured
interests could have 16 voices. The African traditionalists, who claim to speak for all the Swazis, though they
do not have the mandate to do this, would command
only 12 votes. According to this arrangement the Whites
and the Coloureds who together constitute a minority
in the nation have been given enough representation in
the Legislative Council to make them a political
majority. The Swaziland Progressive Party regards this
as a clever trick to perpetuate White domination in a
new guise. Unfair advantage is taken of the African's
poverty to entrench White domination with the consent
of the traditionalists. In his historic speech delivered in
April 1960 the Ngwenyama outlined sonle of the
principles which should determine the relations between
Black and White and which should guide Swaziland's
destiny. He stated that he favoured policies which made
"all the people of Swaziland feel secure." To achieve·
this end, he continued, they should "come together on
an equal basis." These are sound principles. The disparity in the representation of the Africans and the
Whites in the Legislative Council will violate thesel
principles.
The loading of representation againsi the African
emerges more clearly when it is borne in mind that
although a numerical minority the Whites enjoy economic dominance, educational superiority and political
A. P. Z WAN E, a m.edical practitioner at
Kwaluseni, Swaziland, is President of the SWQziland Progressive Party.
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power. For them to be represented in the way recommended by the Committee only means that they will be
free to use all the advantages just enumerated to protect
their interests at the expense of the weakest section of
the nation-the Africans. I am amazed that the
Africans in the Committee ignored this very real danger
to their people. This structure is not acceptable to the
Swaziland Progressive Party because it is unfair; it
perpetuates race discrimination in ways which leave the
dispossessed with no alternative other than to seek to
dispossess the possessing or to seek redress through
violence; it is an insult to the self-respect and dignity
of every right-thinking Swazi.
THE

NGWENYAMA

The Committee was curiously solicitous when it came
to the Ngwenyama's position. At every stage it expresses
concern about anything which might weaken it. When
translated into concrete terms in the report, this concern
amounts to nothing much more than allowing him to
"request the executive council to reconsider the advice
it has given to the Governor." The power of "consent"
boils down to the fact that he can only delay legislation. Neither the executive committee nor the legislative
council is under the obligation to defer to his wishes.
In simple language the unctuous concern merely recognises the Paramount Chief's right to protest and not to
alter legislation. This is not much different from
reducing him to a mere rubber stamp of the political
set-up designed to promote, to an ever increasing extent,
the interests of the White minority.
The Swaziland Progressive Party is determined to
give the country a constitutional monarchy under
British protection. The two-pillar structure to which the
traditionalist Africans have subscribed in the report will
have the ultimate effect of making the monarchy
unpopular. This could, in the end, destroy it. I have said
elsewhere that I believe the people of Swaziland want
their king. The surest way to destroy his influence,
prestige and popularity is to place him, as the constitutional committee has done, in the position where he can
be regarded as the mere puppet of White imperialists.
An important aspect of the Ngwenyama's position
which must not be ignored is that the recommendations
give the Swazi National Council, which is not in any
way democratically-elected, sole and exclusive power to
choose African representatives in the Legco. The Swazi
National Council represents only one economicocultural class in Swazi national life. This class has not
always distinguished itself in serving the best interests
of the Swazis. The proposals deny the right to vote to
the overwhelming majority of educated, business and
professional men and women of African descent. These
people are at the very moment playing no insignificant
part in helping to develop their country. These people,
from whom the progressive leaders of the Swazis are
to a large extent drawn, are the very group which the
Committee has disfranchised. In the view of the Swaziland Progressive Party, this is a glaring injustice. It
violates the principle of making "all the people of
Swaziland feel secure."
ELECTORAL

SYSTEM

The principle on which the recommendations are
based seeks to make the Swazi a nation built on two
fHE
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racial pillars. The Whites are told to "develop along
their own lines" while the African is pushed back to a
system \vhich militates against the best interests of the
country. The practice of a dualistic authority is bad in
principle. It is wasteful of human resources. It encourages racial loyalties which in the end will produce
bloodshed. It encourages the racial exploitation of the
weak and entrenches White domination. The duplication of services is a luxury which a small country like
Swaziland cannot in any circumstances afford. We have
neither the resources to finance the committee's version
of apartheid nor the personnel. Why should the Swazi
National Council do what the Legislative Council can
perform with greater efficiency and more cheaply?
The duali~ic approach reaches its point of highest
absurdity when one considers the system of election.
The Whites and the Coloureds will vote as individual
citizens. No African, no matter how educated or progressive or useful to his country, has been considered
for this right. The report wants the Africans to vote on
the, "tinkundla principle." The same document defines
inkulldla as comprising "'chiefs of a given area grouped
together under an appointed Nduna or chairman."
Swaziland will be divided into 25 inkundla constituencies. Each inkundla will be an electoral college electing
two representatives on to the Swazi National ,Council
which will, in turn, elect from its members the 12
Africans to sit on the Legislative Council. The latter
will, in turn, have to be approved formally by the
Paramount Chief.
The obvious intention here is to shut out the progressive sections of the African community from having a
voice in how they shall be governed in the country they
are doing so much to develop by the side of the other
sections. This is not just political discrimination; it is
a refined form of race oppression \vhen the government's proclaimed policy and that of the Comnlittee is
to rid th~ country of race discrimination.
GANGING-UP

AGAINST

THE

AFRICAN

According to the report the ll10st backward White
nIan or Coloured will have the vote, while the most
highly-educated African does not have it. The report
states: "Every Eurafrican should be given the right to
elect whether he wishes to be represented in the Swazi
National Council or 00 the roll for Europeans and
Eurafricans." If every Coloured man can have the better
of two worlds, why deny the African this right in his
own country? We do not begrudge the Coloureds their
good fortune. We only insist on being treated fairly and
justly. We constitute the majority, whose numbers
exceed those of the Coloureds.
A feature of the recommendations we note is that by
giving the Whites and the Coloureds rights denied the
African, the report seeks to encourage the Whites and
the Coloureds to gang-up politically against the African
numerical majority. This is a dangerously short-sighted
policy which will land Swaziland in disasters now overtaking race-conscious countries in other parts of
Southern Africa.
POSITIVE

ASPECTS

I should be failing in my duty as leader of the Swaziland Progressive Party if I did not draw attention to
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and express gratitude for one pOSItIve aspect of the
Conlmittee's recolnmendatioos. All the nlenlbers put in
a slrong recolumendation that race discrinlination
should be renl0ved from our national life. One visible
result of this is that legislation has been proclaimed
removing the racial bar from quite a number of planes
of our national life. I should like to urge the committee
to adopt a similar attitude when it comes to the principles on which we shall build the new nation as well as
the methods to use to teach Black and White the "habit
of collaboration."
Finally, I should like to appeal to the British government, through its representatives in this country, to
adhere firmly by those principles of race equality which
bind the Commonwealth together. There is no room in
Swaziland for any form of apartheid. We want to be
spared the disasters \vhich have soured the relations
between Black and White in race-conscious countries
of Southern Africa. In this country, we want one
loyalty, one form of government, one system of laws,
•
one flag and a truly united people!

rrNo Politics"
is Politics
c.

J.

A review

DRIVER

of

Contrast

NINETY-ODD PAGE edition of the South African
quarterly Contrast, closed the first year of the magazine's existence with a fanfare of work by established
writers-Guy Butler, Alan Paton Uys Krige and others.
To celebrate Contrast's birthday, too, the· editors included a summary of the critical reception of Contrast
in an article called "Retrospect," in which they patted
themselves gently on the back. And they deserve praise,
even if it is partly self-praise: it is an achievement to
keep anything to do with literature in South Africa
alive for a whole year, even if one's acclaim of that
achievement is tempered by a distrust of the magazine's
avowed policy: to be "independent, unfettered and
unbiased."
The trouble·, of course, is that a magazine, like a
person who claims to be "independent, unfettered and
unbiased" about, say, politics, ends up having no policy
at all. But, for all its supposed lack of bias, Contrast
has so far shown that it has a sort of policy-and it is
with this policy that this revie·w is concerned.
There are two ways to judge editorial policy-first
and obviously, by editorials, secondly, by comparing
what is published with what is rejected. The second
A
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PORT ELIZABETH
I SLANG
PETER

COD

was a eulogy (for sackbut and psaltery accompaniment) to Cape Town. This month I blow
a king-sized raspberry at Port Elizabeth.
Can anything be said in favour of this monunlent to
ugliness? Perhaps that there is more to do there on a
Sunday than there is in Bloemfontein. One can watch
the sand on the beaches being blown about by the wInd.
Like Coketown in Dickens's Hard Times (a book all
radicals should read) it is a triumph of fact." Dickens
on Coketown, a symbol of the towns that grew up
around the new factories of Britain's Industrial Revolution, could have been writing about P.E. ··It was a
town of red brick, or of brick that would have been
red if the smoke and ashes had allowed it; but as matters stood it \vas a town of unnatural red and black like
the· painted face of a savage. I t was a town of machinery and tall chimneys, out of which interminable serpents
of smoke trailed themselves for ever and ever, and
never got uncoiled. It had a black canal in 1t, and a
river that ran purple with ill-smelling dye., and vast
piles of buildings full of windows where there \vas a
rattling and a trembling all day long. and where the
piston of t~e steam-engine worked monotonously up
and down lIke the head of an elephant in a state of
melancholy madness."
That South Africa is undergoing an Industrial Revolution is so obvious that it is oten ignored; many of the
horrors of present-day South Africa would exist \,ithout
Apartheid.
And yet despite its sordid grime, its vast tracts of
~lums an.d appare~tly. soul-less standardized townships,
Its amazIng combInatIon of the dowdy and the garish,
some good things seem to have come out of the Port
Elizabeth, or even to survive there.
Most noticeably it has two daily newspapers of above
average quality; one, the Evening Post, has one of the
most independent and enlightened editorial policies in
the country. Its editor, John Sutherland, is a Jnan not
easily frightened or bullied.
The playwright and actor Athol Fugard has his home
in P.E., and his play The Blood Knot is set in a
Korsten shack. It recently completed a tour of South
Africa with a nine-day run there, drawing very good
houses in spite of the rival attraction of Marcel Ivlarceau The Blood Knot's audiences were non-racial;
Marceau played for whites.) That Fugard's audiences
were not particularly responsive is not surprising; in
MY LAST COLUMN
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part The Blood Knot was Fugard's "J' Accuse," and a
bitter and harsh view of P.E. was suggested. Despite
weak passages and repitition the play is impressive,
owing much to the acting of Zakes Mokae and Fugard
himself, and to Fugard's control of mood and grotesque humour. 1 think this is one Port Elizabethan we
will hear much more from-and he will probably grow
artistically.
One of South Africa's great men, Christopher Gell,
spent his last years in Port Elizabeth, partly because
at that time a now-banned political organisation had
its stronghold there. Even today P.E.'s working class is
alert and politically conscious although apparently
quiescent. One of its leaders, Govan Mbeki, is at
present in gaol awaiting trial on a sabotage charge, as
are Jcseph Jack and Harold Strachan.
The main complement of factory-workers lives in the
New Brighton complex. Three years ago, while nlY
boat was docked in P.E. for the week-end, I stood outside a movie-house inspecting the advertisements-one
of which depicted a white woman talking to an Indian.
A group of young 'blacks' stood in front of me, and one
bitterly remarked, "Look at that! Why do the whites
here hate us?" To which I murmured "I don't hate
you:" He sp.un around and began questioning my assertIon, quotl.ng a Xhosa proverb, "If a white man gives
you bread WIth butter, the butter is only there to hide
the broken glass." They were New Brighton people,
young, tough in a brash, "hip" manner, and when I
asked them about New Brighton they took me there at
at once, on a conducted tour that lasted all that Saturday afternoon until I was refused entrance to the Alabama Hotel. On the grounds that I was white; I tried
half-heartedly to play "Coloured," but to their amuse~ent and embarrassment I had to leave them, returnIng to spend Sunday with them. We met dozens of
people, calling in at their friends' houses, picking up
new people and drinking many cool drinks, in a rare
spontaneous comradeship that contradicted the declareJ
racialism of some of my guides.
Moving from house to house we were followed by
dozens of children who enthusiastically greeted my cosy
red-and-white shirted, brown corduroy-trousered and
Basuto-hatted appearance. (Fashion note for Dennis
Brutus ~nd Noni Jabavu.) Perhaps, I thought, they are
respondIng to my paleface way of consciously asserting
my presence-anyway I felt such homage due me.
It was only later I was told that the children tnought
I was Elvis Presley.

Our calunlnist (Printer, spare
that a) Peter Cod is a little-known piscine bll1nn1are~ and litera!y pan-~andler. A lean, ranging,
emacIated (all rIght-skInny), upbeat, free-swin~
ing, adjective-crazy, Rather Nasty Young Man, ';is
taste for South Coast Jazz has /nade him feared
and reviled. Likes his friends. Has nineteen It" orks
in Progress, if the expression be pardoned. Peter
Cod's articles on South African cities will not be
published in a book called HThe A natomv of
Anatomy."
. •
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continued fronl page 11

one can hardly judge, unless one is an editor. But there
does seem to be a danger that the financial encouragement given (or offered) the magazine by certain financial
groups in South Africa (vide Retrospect," Vol. 1, No.
4) may result in a certain caution about the opinions
expressed in what is published. I say it is a danger; I
do not even think it is a fact.
It is easier to see where the editors stand from the
editorials, though it is not necessarily easy to agree
that they stand in the right place. The first (in No. 1.)
was innocuous, full of cultural uplift. The second, on
censorship, was expected, and full of phrases like "a
defeat of the spirit," "'artistic truth" and "crippling
prospects." In No. 4 there was no editorial comment,
except briefly in "Retrospect."
But in No. 3 a long editorial labelled "Comment"
told us plenty.
"Comment'~ was based on two main notions, firstly,
that \vriters dealing with the "race theme" will not
last because "until the artist can touch all humanity
with compassion he has not advanced beyond the
blundering steps of a primitive,"
and, secondly,
that, although a "liberal conscience" and liberals
may be a good thing for politics, they are not so for
writing.
One can debunk the second half of the first notion
simply by looking at a list of a few English writersDryden, Pope, Swift, Fielding~ Smollet, Jane Austen,
Dickens, Thackeray, Angus Wilson etc., etc. Do they
"touch all humanity with compassion"? Are they
"primitive"?
The second notion is more pernicious. "Comment"
claims that a white "liberal conscience" stems from a
guilt complex-simply by existing I do the black man
down-and a black "liberal conscience" from a feeling
of inferiority. Guilt and inferiority complexes, according
to "Comment", cannot produce great and lasting art.
One must of course ask firstly, why not? Secondly
one must point out that lnost South African liberals are
not liberals in the 19th century sense of the word. They
are "radicals"-and radicalism is not produced by guilt
of inferiority complexes. And, even if it were, isn't it
true that writers with 19th century liberal consciences,
like E. M. Forster, produce lasting art?
But it is the first part of the, first notion that is the
dangerous one. It is offered without proof, as a proven
fact: and it is worthwhile examining it in detail, because much of the woolliness of discussions on art and
politics in South Africa stems from it.
"Comment" starts from the same premise that Butler
did his introduction to A Book of South African Verse.
South African writers in English have it really toughno tradition, no group, and culture. "Comment" says
"they stand on the edge of an alien stream": Butler,
with more style, that "as a group we lack cultural
awareness ... our cultural capital is still London" or
New York. (Poor English-speaking South Africanstheir stock has been in South Africa up to 150 years,
and they still haven't settled down!)
Professor Butler is a good critic and a very good
poet: but, although his premise may be true, he has
1, ..
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been fooled about its importance. All this talk of the
"culture of the English group" is a sort of reaction to
Afrikaner and African nationalism: and I believe that
it is "a reaction that must be avoided. South African
writers in English should try to forget that they are
members of an "English group," and try to see that they
are members of a South African nation. Perhaps that is
a truism-but a true South African nationalism is growing, simply because it will grow. It will happen no
n1atter \vhat politicians do or say, because it will
happen. We always "hanker homewards."
flapping about the English language in South Africa is another sort of reaction to Afrikaner and African
nationalism. If the use of English in this country is
going to die, all the committees in the world won't save
it. Sometimes I fear that it will end up with the establishment of tribal colleges for the "English group."
The sooner South African writers in English forget
they are South African writers, the better it will be for
South African writing in English. Certainly, the con..
stant use of the words "writing in English" is doing us
no good.
This, of course, brings up at the same time the whole
business about art and politics. In the first place, there
seems to be one basic fallacy in the thinking of the
so-called uncommitted writers for whom Contrast
speaks. While it is true that an artist must be "unfet..
tered, and independent" of coercion, there is no reason
to suppose that an artist who believes in the ideology
of a political party cannot be a great artist. When a
writer is forced to conform, his work may suffer. But
if he wants to conform, his work need not suffer. It is
simply a matter of his quality, and whether he believes
enough.
To bring that down to particulars, the idea held by
certain intellectuals that Alan Paton cannot be a good
writer because he is a member of the Liberal Party is
false. His writing would only suffer if the Liberal Party
forced him to write in a certain way. If his beliefs
force him to write in a certain mould, his writing need
not suffer. Furthermore, being a member of a political
party does not necessarily mean that one cannot see
how the rest of the }vorld who are not members of that
party feel and think and believe and behave. Conversely lack of political commitment does not necessarily
accompany a compassionate view of all people. Often
a man who spe,nds so much time trying to see out of the
back of his head, cannot see out of the front.
The conclusion of "Comment" (reached by what appears to be amateur psychology-"guilt is held to
originate from infantile fears . . . towards the black
man the liberal guilt is an expression of a deeper complex of anxieties-fear of darkness equated with sin
. . . fear of the defeat of our (i.e. white) sexual potency
. . .") is that "it must be questioned whether work
recorded through the distorting lens of the race theme
can attain to artistic truth or life at all." That conclusion-and one should note the use of an emotive word
like 'distorting'-seems to be a sort of apology for
blindne,ss. I hope so much as anyone that one day
racialism in South Africa will disappear: but, before
it does, no one should pretend not to see it. Perhaps I
am against this pretence because I have a suspicion
THE
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that people who ignore the fact of racialism are· really
acepting it-publicly if not personally.
But, anyway, why should the "race theme" distort
more than the class theme, the social injustice theme,
the Catholic theme or the totalitarian theme? Andeven more simply, what is this "artistic truth or life'"
that Contrast feels is deprived to the writer on the "race
theme"? I do not usually approve of linguistic analysis
but sometimes I think a dose of it would do South
African writers and critics more good than an American
travel grant.
Perhaps I sound very ungrateful to Contrast. I am
not at all. I am very grateful that a new literary maga..
zine is managing to stay alive in South Africa. I am
grateful that the editors accept so much work by un..
fledged writers: I enjoy the work published by the more
established writers. But I do hope for a more positive
policy, and I hate the thought of South African writers
•
being suffocated in "a kind of mental mist."

A new tradition
In African Art
and Architecture
JULIAN

BEINART

ART go back to its
roots? Do we know what our roots are in any case?
What about all the new things which are suddenly
a vailable to us from all over the world? People are
continually telling us that we are confused about the
direction .in which we are going. 1 am quite sure that in
th is dilemma, the only sol ution is going to be a per..
sonal one.
A new tradition in art and architecture is just beginning to be built up all over modern Africa. It has to do
with a change from tribal art to a new urban folk art.
It has to do with the fusion of different cultural groups,
especially between white and black. And it has to do
with a change from tribal artists to artists more emancipated from their societies. We can look at the new
vernacular cement sculptures of Nigeria that Ulli Beier
has written about, or we can listen to the urban music
of the Witwatersrand in South Africa. We can look at
the work of the many young painters and sculptors,
Malangatana in Mocambique, Nwoko in Nigeria, Salahi in the Sudan, Kumalo in South Africa. These people
do not only use· native traditions; they have assimilated
many things from outside. Out of this process of
personal assimilation, will come all the best new work
in Africa.
SHOULD CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN

BEl N A RT has laught architecture and
town planning at universities in the United States
and South Africa. He is one of the people who
have started running experilnental summerschools
in the visual arts in Africa.
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IN TEACHING one, must try and make a man strong and
sensitive enough so that he can find for himself how
much and what he wants to choose from tradition on
one hand and innovation on the other. It is useless to
take one without the other. You cannot.. even if you
wanted to, cut off the wide range of ideas now available
from all over the world. In any case you do not want
to throwaway all the old things, because each man has
to start with what is his own, and from this basis all
new things can be evolved. Every artist is an individual
and he has a personal identity, the degree to which he
chooses is up to him, but eventually tradition and innovation will not appear so opposite to people, and
they will probably see· that the fundamentals in both
are similar and that all great things exist on an equal
basis.
At Joseph Alber's school of design. the Bauhaus, the
philosophy was one of reaction against a long tradition.
They felt that tradition was impeding a new n1echanised
society. They felt that they had to free themselves from
tradition and think in a new and original manner.
Today one does not teach the original Bauhaus
method literally any more. It is a framework which has
been adapted by teachers all over the world to suit
their own conditions. In the European case it serves
to uncover things which are less hidden. because I
believe that many people in Africa are still closer to
the fundamental issues of vision than was the case of
the, people in Germany in Bauhaus times, and probably
today in most parts of the West.
AI1.d then there is another aspect. At the summer
school I ran at Ibadan a young girl who had never
really painted before, drew birds and women in flat
elevation, first in outline and then she filled in the
forms-in various strong colours. This is a particular
tradition of hers and it might be a regional tradition
because it seems to have to do with the way people
do embroidery on pillowcases in Kano market. Now,
one does not say to her; this is not the way to draw
birds. One says to her that possibly there are other
ways of drawing birds and other people draw birds
other ways because they are trying to do this or that
with their birds. She then has her own tradition confronted with other traditions, and she is now able to
improvise on her own tradition if she wishes. Or she
can decide hers is much better than any other and be
happy to carry on. Though I doubt if she would be
unaffected by the new ideas.
We are not as concerned, as the Bauhaus was. with
throwing away things, but with making personal deci..
sions as to what is best to retain and what is best to
renovate. It is more a problem of fusion than reconstitution.
WE KNOW TERRIBLY LITTLE about what African architecture is or is going to be. There are people working
in many parts of the continent.
The most important is Amancio Guedes who works
in Lourenco Marques. He co..operated with me in the
first summerschool we held in Mocambique.
Whether his work is more African than the work of
the people who are building most of contemporary
West Africa, is difficult to say, but to my mind it certainly is better architecture. We will first have to decide
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what is specifically African in architecture and I think
this is now impossible. It might always be so and only
regional characteristics might be evident. I certainly
do not think the answer is what is being done in South
and West Africa. There patterns are literally translated
into, for example, the callous, unsympathetic sunscreens
of the University College of lbadan. These patterns
had originally arisen quite unselfconsciously from the
nature of the material. This is the wrong way of being
African; it would be better to do nothing at all but
rather produce a sensible building.
what good teaching could do, and I
think the sort of approach used at the summerschool
in Nigeria could also work for architectural schools.
But, as yet, there are not enough of these in Africa. It
is about time we started having such schools and having
people produce buildings for themselves. Then we will
know more about African traditions.
At Ibadan some of the most valuable work was done
by a janitor. He did a drawing of a man without a neck,
his head turned sideways smoking a pipe. At the Lourenco Marques summerschool, a building labourer did
a similar drawing; there is yet another drawing like that
done by some anonymous person on a corrugated iron
wall on the way to the Lourenco Marques airport. Now
is there something particularly African about the drawing of a man with a pipe in his mouth this way? Are
these African traditions? This is just a curious example
but what is important is the straightforward strength of
these drawings, and that each one has stuck to certain
conventions but still produced a very personal expression.
If one ran an architectural school in Nigeria, for
instance, one would discover what the regional characteristics and conventions are and would be able to
build on these an attitude which would be regional as
well as universal. This belies, I think, all the nonsense
spoken about sticking purely to African conditions;
we'd really first have to discover what they are.
THIS IS POSSIBLY

we still do not know what sort of architecture
they are likely to need in large towns. The texture of
Ibadan for instance is particularly African. But we
have not studied what Ibadan is going to become. We
have not even calculated what Ibadan wants to become.
It is just becoming something else, because certain
people are erecting tall buildings at one end of Ibadan.
Is this the best place to erect these buildings? How will
they work with the future development of Ibadan?
What sort of city is conceived for Ibadan? Do the
people· of Ibadan know what is going--ro happen to Ibadan? And are they learning from the mistakes which
people have made all over the West, or, for that matter,
all over the urban world? I don't think they are. This
is to me such a pity, because there doesn't seem to be
the time, nor the energy, nor the money, to sit down
and find out what people need before it is done already~
before. the same mistakes, this searching for certain
status symbols, the false image values of certain things
which one sees in magazines, are made.
I thus return to the point of fundamental values; of
things which are your own and yet universal at the
same time. I think this is what we must find in Africa.
It sounds obvious but I doubt if it is wrong.
•
IN AFRICA
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The New Africa by Smith Hempstone (Faber, London)
AMERICAN journalist and his wife make a
journey through that part of Africa that stretches from
the Horn to Cape Verde and from the Sahara to the
Congo River. They don't get into aeroplanes and hop
from capital to capital: they travel by car, they get
stuck in deep n1ud or suspended precariously above
roaring streams on collapsed wooden bridges; they
spend nights in peasant huts and in noisy (to say the
least) small hostelries; they speak to ordinary people
and make copious notes about the economies and
politics of the countries they visit. And Mr. Hempstone
writes engagingly with a frankness and clarity that is
seldom found in books about Africa.
The book possesses two cardinal virtues, from our
point of view anyway: it gives a broad account of
countries, newly independent, that we hear very little
about: Mali, Tchad, Congo (Brazzaville), Guinea
and the other states that were fOflnerly French colonies;
and it gives information on all the countries visited
straight and clear. The book is in fact a compendium
of information on little known lands far more exhaustive, and, one suspects, accurate. than that contained
in more pretentious 'handbooks' to Africa.
All countries visited get the same treatment: what
has been done (the number of schools and scholars,
the length of the road and railway systems, the system
of government, the main parties and the main politicians, the natural resources and what can be done with
them, the history of the country before~ during and after
the colonial period plus the author's comments). To
have written all this information down is no small
achievement considering the diversity of the countries
fjfrom 1000-year-old Ethiopia to such colonial creations
as Gambia and Gabon), the acreage they cover and the
damage to the Hempstone vehicle's shock absorbers on
thousands of miles of jeep track. To have made it readable· is an even greater grace, but the pages turn as
easily as Rolls Royce wheels on a national road across
the Free State.
It is perhaps because the New Africa is so new that
nobody can write about it without making a case for
(Cloete) or against (Woddis) colonialism. It is as if
books about Britain had to argue the merits of the
Norman Conquest. Mr. Hempstone is not making a
ca~e as clear-cut as that: he is equally strong on the
e.vIls of the slave. trade and on the benefits of railways
(precious few) built as a result of colonialism. He cornA YOUNG
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bines an American distaste for cOlonialism with an
American love of progress (he wonders whether by
building more roads and rail ways and setti~g up .an
efficient administrative system, a longer colonIal perIod
would not have benefited Ethiopia), but his admiration
for the good things the colonial period brought to ~~ri
ca by way of superior technology ignores the posItIve
harm that was done at the same time in the interests of
the colonial power.
Perhaps America's colonial time is far enough behind Mr. Hempstone to make him "soft on coloni~
lism". Perhaps his attitude is made clear in two of hIS
word portraits of two very different African statesmen:
Houphouet-Boigny of Ivory Coast and Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana.
The extracts quoted below illustrate not only Mr.
Hempstones assessment of the two .men, but his vi~w
of what is desirable and undesirable. In the post-~olon)al
leaders of Africa.

One Madam's Choice

TODD
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White Madam by Myrna Blumberg (Gollancz, London)
LIFE IN SOUTH AFRICA for a "White" woman has a wide
choice. She can be a missionary, inviolable, safe against
reproach so long as she does not become personally
involved with the "Native Problem." Or she could remain a housewife and enjoy the exclusively "White"
amenities on the luxurious coastlands of sub-tropical
Natal. She could then live in the dreamland of the
South African (white) way of life: servants, money and
hallucinations across the stringent colour line.
And there is Camps Bay '~tucked in the lap of Table
Mountain." A house somewhere amongst the few
"Shangri-Ias" or "Sans Soucis" where it "rained softly
and the waves flapped against the bay curves."
There is no reason why Myrna Blumberg should not
have lived there where the summer is happy and the
winter glad in a me1taphorically "raceless social island
in the middle of the suspicions of our group-grained
town."
Miss Blumberg was a South African journalist who
true to her profession, refused to be drawn into the
sectionalism that deprives good journalism there of
much ethical wealth. She could have lived as the "White
Madam," but she would not be dehumanised. Between
writing dispatches for a London paper and being drawn
into the "African and Coloured journalists, the
writers and photographers and politicians who talked
and laughed, confidently, about their sufferings and
solutions" she went home to Lilian, her humble African

T 0 D D M A T S H I K I Z A, cornposer of the King
Kong music, former Drum writer and author of
Chocolates for My Wife, is living in London.
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H ouphouet-Boigny: "He summed up his position in this
way: 'Associate,d with the people of France in full equality,
Africans are sure of finding in the French spirit that sense
of humanity, liberty and fraternity that has always been the
essence of their aspirations'." (p. 259)
Nkrumah: He made Ghana a republic because "African
leaders are jealous for political reasons of any loyalty
afforded the Crown believing that it may act as a detriment
to their personal popularity and to the achievement of their
pan-AJrican dreams." (p. 484-5)

And the general tone of the word portraits from
which these extracts are taken, leave one in no doubt
that Mr. Hempstone likes Houphouet-Boigny because
be is a "gentleman who favours close ties" with the
country that colonised his people while Nkrumah is a
pretentious megalomaniac with "pan-African dreams."
Mr. Hempstone judges African states and statesmen
by how closely they approximate to "Western Standards." To do so seems to me a grave fault in an otherwise important and valuable book, blessed with an
excellent index.
•

servant who found difficulty at first in accepting the
Madam's revolutionary approach to Black and White
relationship, or Mistress and Servant attitudes.
The tremendous bite, the poignant note of "White
Madam" hangs on this discovery of these women, that
they are both mothers of their young children who
depend for their growth on the affinity of their parents
towards one, another, especially when the White mother
is suddenly imprisoned.
'Miss Blumberg's account of imprisonment is more
than straightforward reportage. Various reports on imprisonment during South Africa's State of Emergency in
1960 have been published. Few, if any, with the human
touch or such vividness as when the African women
prisoners are being transferred to another gaol and their
singing "swoops in waves, loud then soft; on and on.
The singing of . . . hundreds of voices with moving
urgency."
"They're being moved tonight. To a dete/ntion camp."
"We crouch at the bars of our windows like animals
waiting their turn at the slaughterhouse."
The picture is graphic of the African women "howling their protest" on the writer's "most shattering day
of imprisonment." In the middle of an interrogation by
an officer who could have come from Belsen, "I got
up quickly to press my face against the cUftainless
window, to watch as the African women . . . shuffled
in their line, taking up their collective protesting howl."
The police officer's reaction is one of those rare descriptions on race relations in South Africa that are received
in the free world. "He put his hand on my shoulder, and
told me gently to come back to my seat." "If you
heard that every- Sunday like us you wouldn't take
notice of such tripe."
"White Madam" is a personal document that would
not fail to move anyone to a closer understanding of
the already corroding race relationships existing in
South Africa.
Published by the proprietors: Insight Publications (Pty.) Ltd.,
702 Namaqua House, Burg Street, Cape Town, and printed
bv PinnI!er Press (Pty.) Ltd., SheIley Road, Salt River.
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